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Keio Plaza Hotel News Release 

In March 2024, the Main Tower's top floor will unveil "SKY PLAZA IBASHO,"  

a luxurious 1,100 square meter facility. 

The concept behind this remarkable space is your ‘ibasho’:  

ideal oasis that suits your style and pace. 
  

TOKYO - Keio Plaza Hotel Tokyo (KPH), one of Japan’s most prestigious international hotels, 

located in Shinjuku, Tokyo, initiated a comprehensive renovation of the 47th floor in the Main 

Tower in July 2023. In mid-March 2024, we will proudly introduce "SKY PLAZA IBASHO,"    

a rejuvenating space to unwind. 

 
※ Photograph is for illustrative purposes only. 

Crowning the Main Tower at an elevation of 170 meters above ground, the 47th floor presents a 

sweeping vista of the entire Shinjuku area. Back in 1971, when Keio Plaza Hotel debuted as Japan's 

inaugural high-rise hotel, it quickly endeared itself to guests for its observation deck, drawing in 

visitors with its awe-inspiring panoramas. In just six months post-launch, it welcomed over one 

million enthusiasts. With this renovation, you'll have the chance to rediscover the evolving allure of 

Shinjuku's cityscape, transformed over the span of more than five decades. 

※ Photograph is for illustrative purposes only. 



The concept behind "SKY PLAZA IBASHO" is to create a welcoming and comforting atmosphere 

where guests can find their own personal space and enjoy their time at their own pace. This concept 

is realized through meticulous design, including abundant greenery and a calming earthy color 

scheme. The space is thoughtfully divided into six unique zones, providing guests with the flexibility 

to relax and unwind according to their individual preferences, whether they are alone or in a group. 

 

Library Zone: A comfortable space for quiet time with books and local information. 

Lounge Zone: Bright and open, featuring cozy sofa seating. 

Garden Zone: A place for relaxed conversations, with greenery creating a natural garden atmosphere. 

Park Zone: Relax with hammocks and an electric fireplace, offering an outdoor-inspired setting. 

Multipurpose Zone: A versatile space for various uses (subject to fees), including business and 

private bookings. 

Hall Zone: A flexible area for events and gatherings, providing a space for various occasions.  

 

Keio Plaza Hotel is dedicated to a long-term vision of improving its facilities. The renovation of the 

47th floor in the Main Tower is geared towards enhancing the hotel's appeal, with the aspiration of 

transforming into a 'destination hotel,' where the stay itself becomes the ultimate travel experience. 

  

SKY PLAZA IBASHO: 

Main Building, 47th Floor (approximately 1,100 square meters)  

Scheduled to open in mid-March 2024 

Facility Overview: Reception, Library Zone, Lounge Zone, Garden Zone, Park Zone, Multipurpose 

Zone, Hall Zone 

 

URL：https://www.keioplaza.com/news/sky_plaza_ibasho.html 

 

Contacts: Keio Plaza Hotel Tokyo, Public Relations Manager 

Yoko Sugiura,   y-sugiura@keioplaza.co.jp       

Naomi Ando,    n-ando@keioplaza.co.jp  
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